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APOCALYPSE:Great or total devastation;doom. 

DARKNESS    
MADISON(V.O)                                                                             The end has come...the world you know has vanished.

FADE IN:
EXT.THE EMPTY STREET OF A CITY - DAY                                                  	Utter SILENCE, The city street is 100% abandoned, not a soul in site. GARBAGE blows in the wind. Three Cars are oddly parked in the streets. One of the cars is on fire. 
MONTAGE: Different cities across the country, abandoned, fires , buildings collapsed. A HUMAN body lays in the middle of a street decomposing. Every location we go to is the same.
CU A bloody hand print is on a brick wall.
EXT.PARK-DAY                                                                                  	Not even a bird tweeting, just the sound of trees in the wind. Wooden benches TIPPED over. 
EXT.POND
	An abandoned boat floats across the unrippling water.
EXT.AMUSMENT PARK-DAY                                                                    	All Rides, Roller Coasters, Food Stalls are empty. A very TALL roller- coaster is stuck at the top of its hill. 
CU: The car is filled with dead bodies decomposing as though they were stuck in there seats, strapped in for weeks.
EXT.SUBURBAN STREET-DAY                                                                           	A car is tipped over on fire in the middle of the street. A creature walks into frame, it wobbles on every step it takes. We only see the back view of this walking. It's foot is bent back, it limps, it clothes are tattered and torn. It is bleeding from various wounds across it's back. 
OPENING TITLE:APOCALYPSE
(the rest of the titles continue) 
	We turn to the front view of the creature, it face is decomposing, it's eyes are dilated, it's face is greatly pale, with white and green colors. Blood dribbles down it's chin. This is a CANNIBAL, a zombie, a flesh eater. 

OVER VIEW SHOT-MONTAGE:                                                    	Cities across the nation that are covered with the Cannibals, walking through city streets. Through public parks, through playgrounds, through parking lots, through fields.
EXT.FLORDIA-AMUSMENT PARK-DAY                                                                     	WE CUT to the top of the TALL roller coaster and the dead bodies begin to move trying to escape.
WE CUT TO:  
	The front gates of the park, The cannibles are push on the teller boths and the trying to get over the the bared gates. 
INT.SUPERMARKET-DAY	
	The zombies walk the isles of the store. Through the checkout counters.
ANGLE ON: 
In the frozen food section a cannible is behind the closed glass door. It bangs on the glass.
EXT.WHITE CHAPEL CEMENTARY-DAY
	The graveyard is surprisingly quiet, not a zombie in sight. Just the tomb stones of the ones that were living. TILL we pan down, through dirt, six feet . We see the inside the coffins. There are zombies inside of there, some are to decomposed to even move but others bang on the coffin lids. Trying to escape, though it is uterly impossible.
EXT.HIGHWAY
	The highway does not have a vehical on it except for the abandon ones on the sides of the road.
DARKNESS                                                                                  A title appears:
A MONTH and a 1/2 Earlier
FADE IN
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-NIGHT                                                                          	MADISON MUSGRAVE(25) is thin medium height and pretty, she is wearing a long shirt with TWEETY BIRD on it, blue sleep pants that are untied.She scurries around the room. Loud sirens are heard in the background.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-CHRIS'S ROOM-NIGHT                                          	CHRIS MUSGRAVE(13) Is short, wearing a T-Shirt and long johns. He is grabbing his possessions from his closet. He pulls out a few pairs of pants and a baseball cap. He opens a drawer and pulls out some collectible trading cards of some sort. His bedroom door opens and ROBERT MUSGRAVE(45)barges into the room. Robert looks very well for his age, he has a long goatee and buzzed hair.
ROBERT                                                                                    Come on Chris, we got to go, we got to go!
CHRIS                                                                                       All right, I almost got everything.
ROBERT                                                                                  There's not much time come on!
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN-NIGHT                                                	 Madison opens the pantry door and searches through the bottom of the pantry and pulls out a plastic GROCERY BAG she opens the bag and begins throwing boxed and can foods into the bag. We turn away from Madison and face toward the stairway leading upstairs. Robert and Chris run down the stairs, Chris is a head of Robert with a black and orange backpack thrown on his shoulder. They reach the bottom of the stairway,

ROBERT                                                                               Forget the food Madison there is enough in the shelter.
WE ARE ON A TV SCREEN It's a news program, CNN news, many headlines glide across bottom of the screen. 
NEWS ANCHOR
Ladies and Gentlemen, we have covered the latest events for the last hour and a half, but we must leave you now and switch to the Emergency Broadcast System. God Bless us all!
The TV screen turns to a screen with RAINBOW COLORED lines and a loud beeping sound.
ROBERT                                                                                     We got to go now!
	There is a sudden loud vibrating sound, Robert puts one hand on Madison's shoulder and the other on Chris's chest. Then there is a POWER SURGE. The house lights flicker on and off.
MADISON                                                                                 Oh my god what is going on!
ROBERT                                                                           To the shelter!
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-BACKYARD-NIGHT                                                	There is at least a FOOT of snow on the ground. The back SLIDING DOOR opens. Robert jumps out, He gives a hand to Madison as she jumps out.         
ANGLE ON: 
Chris, with is black and orange backpack on his shoulders, Robert's hand comes into frame.
CHRIS                                                                                            I don't have my shoes on!
ROBERT                                                                                  WHAT!?
CHRIS                                                                                       I didn't get a chance to get them. 
ROBERT                                                                                        Damn it Chris!
Robert Picks up Chris and throws him over his shoulder. They do not even bother shuting the back door. 
ANGLE ON:
Madison runs through the deep snow, she slips and falls face-first into it.
CU: Madison's face lifts up from the snow, her EYEBROWS and the top of her HAIR is covered in fluffy snow. She pushes her body back up to standing postion. 
The wind blows hard, Robert is unstable while carring Chris. He wobbles with the wind, back and forth trying to fight it. Madison finally makes it to the STEEL BLAST DOOR, she turns the WHEEL lock and opens the the tunnel like shoot. 
MADISON                                                                                  Come on!

Robert is struggling, the wind finally knocks him over, Chris falls to the ground. They both stand up and there is a RED GLOW a firery red glow. We look up into the night sky, A very large ball miles up is falling toward the Earth's surface.
CU: Madison's face has the red glow on it. A tear rolls down the side of her face.
Chris get's up from the ground and runs toward the shelter, Robert soon follows.
ANGLE ON:
Chris reaches the shelter, Madison pulls him down into the shelter.
INT.BOMB SHELTER                                                                                             Chris climbs down the 15 STEP latter to the bottom of the shelter.
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-BACKYARD-NIGHT                                             Robert reaches the shelter, 
ROBERT(To Madison)                                                                        Go in!
Madison climbs down the hole to the bottom, Robert waits till she's at the bottom then he begins to climb down. He stops so only his TORSO sticks out, he reaches for the opened STEEL DOOR he grabs it with TWO HANDS and puls it shut.
CU: The steel wheel SPINS and Locks
ANGLE ON:
The night sky still aluminates red, the fireball becomes closer, and closer to Earth's surface. Miles than closer, to around FIVE hundered feet. Closer, Closer near impact!  
INT.BOMB SHELTER                                                                         The shelter is lighten by a latern. The three of them huddle close to eachother, there is a loud IMPACT sound, the ground rumbles and shakes, SHELVES of food and water fall over. A the lantern falls over and breaks. 
WE GO TO DARKNESS
Heavy Breathing, 
CHRIS(O.S.)                                                                                I can't see anything!
ROBERT(O.S.)                                                                               I need to find another lantern,
	We can hear Roberts footsteps. He hits something
MADISON(O.S.)                                                                          Ow!
ROBERT(O.S.)                                                                            Sorry Madison,
	There is some more footsteps made by Robert, then some clinking sounds, some clattering,and something falling. 
                                 ROBERT(O.S.)                                                                             
Found it!
THE LANTERN FLICKERS ON
ANGLE ON:
The lantern is light by a light bulb, it rest on hook on the top of the shelter.
The shelter is a little larger than a average bathroom. There is a large row of steel SHELVES that cover the back of the shelter. There filled with can foods and boxed foods. Chris is near the back wall, he slumps down to the floor. He sits INDIAN STYLE on the hard cement ground.
ROBERT                                                                                        I told you that this shelter was a good idea, didn't I?
MADISON                                                                                       Ya, you did. How long do you think that we'll be down here?
ROBERT                                                                                  I don't know, I honestly don't know. Maybe a week, maybe month.
CHRIS                                                                               A month!
ROBERT                                                                                    Yes a month,
CHRIS(angered)                                                                            I am not staying down here for a month!
ROBERT                                                                           We just might have to Chris, okay!
	Robert sits down on the ground, flat on his butt. There is a silence.
CU: Madison BITES her finger nails. She PACES back in forth
CHRIS                                                                                         What about Grandpa and NaNa? They don't have a shelter! We gotta go get them! What about Grandpa and NaNa!
ROBERT                                                                                     I'm sure they are okay, they probably went to one of the shelters                         they were listing on the news. For christ sake Madison sit down.
MADISON                                                                                     I'm nervous! When I'm nervous I pace.
CHRIS                                                                                   How will we know when we go up?
ROBERT                                                                                                 We'll need a sign or proof that everthing is fine up there.
CHRIS                                                                                                         What if that sign never comes? What happens when we eat all the food? Do we just sit down here and starve!
MADISON                                                                                Chris shut up!
CHRIS                                                                         If I have to shut up you better sit your ass down!
ROBERT                                                                                     HEY! Stop it! We've been down here for five minutes and you are already arguing so stop it.
MADISON                                                                                     Dad, I'm not going to last down here at all, I'll give week and I will be  insane.
CHRIS                                                                                    I give it three days.
FADE TO
	The bomb shelter is silent, Chris lays on the ground sleeping. Madison and Robert sit against the wall.
MADISON(whispers)                                                                            Do you think Grandpa and NaNa are okay.
ROBERT(whispers)                                                                                  For Christ sake Madison your sounding like Chris don't worry about it. It will all be over soon and we will get back to are own boring lives. 
MADISON                                                                                     I am so scared daddy!(weeping) What if everyone is dead? What if there is an Apocalypes like the guy on the news said. What was happing the whole country was going inssane. What about the people in the hospitals that were killing eachother?
ROBERT                                                                                  God works in mysterious ways Madison. Besides the guy on the news knows shit, he is nobody that the channel seven news hired to scare us.
MADISON                                                                                Why would the news hire someone to scare us?
ROBERT                                                                              Ratings?
MADISON                                                                           Whatever that Meteor does to to Earth it is going to be preaty massave. It... It was so big in the sky.
ROBERT                                                                                Well I believe that tommorrow that brass door above us will open and are same old house will be there and that meteor will just make a big crater. That is all don't worry.
MADISON                                                                                     Why do you look at the best of everything. Face it you know, I know, even Chris knows that life will not be the same once we go back up there.
FADE TO
CU: Robert is staring into a mirror. We can tell time has past since the meteor falling because Robert has a thin furry black beard. Robert puts a layer of shaving creame onto his face. He pulls up a orange razor to his face and shaves his beard.
Chris sits indian style on the ground. He taps his fingers on the ground. He looks helplessly bored. 

CHRIS                                                                                             I knew I should have brought another book.
	Chris pulls a book up into the air, 
CHRIS(cont'd)                                                                             Or at least a thicker one.
MADISON                                                                                    I brought two if you want to read one?
CHRIS                                                                                  Ya, if it keeps me busy.
	 Madsion stands up and goes to one of the back shelves. She brings out a medium size red novel. She throws it at Chris and Chris catches. 
CU The novel is Tilted "A Lust for You" It a picture of a very buff man on it.
CHRIS                                                                                           Come on, You expect me to read this.
MADISON                                                                                     It will keep you busy though.
CHRIS                                                                                      Ya but I don't know if I'd rather be bored or read crapola.
MADISON                                                                                  Dad read it, Right Dad?
ROBERT                                                                                    It was crap.
FADE TO:                                                                                    
CU: Madison's Face is pale, the sunlight has not hit it in awhile. Her hair is frizzy in a bun, she looks as though her brain is about to pop.
MADISON                                                                                       It has been a month I can't take it! I need to get out of here, no right now!
ROBERT                                                                                    We can't Madison!
MADISON                                                                                           Why not!? All that is holding us back is that brass door.
ROBERT                                                                                     That might be the only thing saving are asses too.
CHRIS                                                                                       I knew why, curse it why am I always right, I knew everyone is dead.
MADISON                                                                                      Not everyone is dead Chris, come on. 
CHRIS                                                                                                   Well then where the hell is everybody? HUH? 
MADISON                                                                                              Maybe they are.. are
CHRIS                                                                                              See you don't even know?  
MADISON                                                                                                   I don't but you talk like your the only person down here. Well your not, I have memorized every damn corner, every crevis of this place. I counted every damn can on the sheleves.
CHRIS                                                                                     I need some fresh air.(praying)
God if you exist, please let there be a sign of life up there.
ROBERT
We have to go up there soon, we are going to run out of food.
MADISON
How much do we have left?
ROBERT
A weeks worth.
	There is a a sudden slam from above. The three of them jolt up as fast a lighting. "Bang" Bang" from above the shelter.
MADISON
Holy shit some one is up there! (shouting) Hey, help us.
Madison and Chris run up to the latter. Madison starts climbing up it. The brass door opens, Madison and stops in the middle of the ladder. A bright light shines upon her, she covers her eyes.
MADISON'S POV: 
The sun is bright, a man figure stands above, the man lowers himself to a crouching postion. His face, is young in his early twenties, blood stained shirt, dirty face holding a bat.
MAN
Are you guys okay?
	Madison nods her head.
MAN
How much food do have left?
ROBERT
Not much.
MADISON
How does it look up there?
MAN
Why don't you see for yourself.
MADISON 
All right then,
	Madison continues climbing up the ladder.
EXT.BOMB SHELTER
	It is silent, to silent. Not a grasshoper chriping. The house looks the same, backdoor open just how they left it. They grass is dead, brown, the trees behind in the distance do not move.
  MADISON
(Giving Robert a hand up from the shelter) 
It looks the same, nothing different.
MAN
Ya, but we are in butt fuck no where, You haven't been to urban areas yet.
CHRIS
(Stepping out of the shelter) 
What is it like there?
MAN
I don't think you want me to describe it. So sorry, How rude of me I am Alton.
ROBERT 
Nice to meet you Alton. (Robert shaking Alton's hand) 
I am Robert, this is my daughter Madison and my son Chris.
ALTON
Do you have a radio? 
ROBERT
We forgot to bring one down with us, Chris do you have one?
CHRIS
I have a boombox in my room.
ALTON
It might be to big for travel.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN
	Madison sits at one end of the table and Alton sits at the other end his bat sitting on the table.
MADISON
Why....How...What has happened?
ALTON
The meteor fell, near Nebraska.
MADISON
How do you know?
ALTON
There where some radio programing, not much when the meteor fell. They told us everything was going to be okay and all, but then nothing, we, I was forced to move on.
MADISON
Nebraska huh? Seems do far away in the sky it looked so close to us.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-LIVING ROOM
	Robert tries flicking lamp switches, pressing POWER on the remote control. 
ROBERT
How long has the power been out? 
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN

ALTON
Since the impact, do you have any water bottles?
MADISON
We drank them all, all but one.
ALTON
ROBERT!
ROBERT(O.S.) 
Ya, 
ALTON
Go to the bathroom and turn on the tub. Plug it so we can have water. Let's hope there is still some in the pipes.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-STAIRWAY
	Robert walks up the stairway we follow him all the way up, to the hallway, passing by closed doors. Into the bathroom, he reaches into the tub turns the knob and water comes out.
ROBERT
There's water!
ALTON(O.S) 
Don't run it for to long it will start turning brown.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-CHRIS'S ROOM
	Chris is sitting on the floor tieing up his shoes, he stands up and goes to the and opens a drawer of his Wardrobe. He pulls out a pair of jeans and puts them on over his Long Johns. On top of the wardrobe is a lare Boom Box radio. Chris unplugs it and wraps up the cord. He picks up the boom box and sets it on the floor. He walks toward the window and opens the blinds,
CHRIS POV:
Outside there is a MAN that is walking rather slow, he slumps on every step. He is wearing a farmers suit.
CHRIS
(yelling)
Farmer John! Farmer John is outside!	
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-BATHROOM
	Robert sits on the bathtub side, he looks confused by this remark he get's up we follow him down the hallway where Madison and Alton are reaching the top of the stairs. They all walk into Chris's bedroom. They all look out the window. 
ALTON
Oh no he's one of them!
MADISON
One of what?
ALTON
I'll be right back.
MADISON
Where you going?
	Alton walks out of the bedroom and starts stepping down the stairway. Madison comes out of the room and stops at the top of the stairway. Alton stops halfway down.
ALTON
Don't come Madison you might not wanna see this.
	Madison walks down the stairs completely ignoring Alton's remark, Robert follows Madison down the stairway.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN
	Alton enters the kitchen, he grabs his baseball bat that is sitting on the table. We follow him out of the kitchen into the living room, Madison and Robert come down the stairway reaching the wooden floor. 
ROBERT
What are you doing?
Alton walks by them and opens the front door. Robert and Madison look at eachother. Chris is standing on top of the stairway.
CHRIS
What is he doing with the bat? Why did he grab the bat?
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	Alton hold the bat in hitting position. Farmer John is more that 15 yards away. Alton nears him, walking at a medium pace. 
Robert and Madison step out of the front door and watch Alton aproaching Farmer John.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-UPSTAIRS STAIRWAY
	Chris look down, confused. He walks back into his bedroom we follow him as he jogs up to his window looking out upon Alton coming toward the pale looking, slow paced Farmer John.
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	Alton comes within feet of Farmer John, closer and closer... He swings the bat toward the Farmer's head. The impact of the bat sounds god awful, like a watermelon falling to the floor. 
ANGLE ON:
The front porch Madison and Robert look stunned, Madison screams!
	Farmer John falls to the ground, Alton thrashes the bat down again, again, and again! Blood is on the bat and hits Alton in the face as he is bringing the bat down on Farmer John's head.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-CHRIS'S ROOM
	Chris is staring out the window is eyes are wide, he looks like he has just seen the face of the devil.
CHRIS
Holy Shit!
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-DOORWAY
	Madison and Robert run inside slams the door shut "Boom". Madison hurrys and locks and deadbolts the door.
ANGLE ON:
Chris runs down the stairway To the very bottom surface,
CHRIS
He's crazy! He's crazy!
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	Alton wipes the blood off his face with the bottom half of his striped shirt. He turns around and see's that the door is shut. He runs toward the door, he climbs the two steps upon the wooden porch and jiggles the handle, the door doesn't open. 
ALTON
Hey Robert, Why did you lock the door?
MADISON(O.S.)
Go away you sick bastard!
ALTON
No, Madison you don't understand! He was one of the creatures!
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-DOORWAY
	Madison leans against the door,
MADISON
Dad, go lock the doorwall!
Robert runs toward the kitchen, he turns through the  living room and runs into a male CANNIBLE! Robert falls on top of it. He struggles to get away but he can't he flips over so now the zombie is on top.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-STAIRWAY
	We hear the sounds of Robert struggling, Chris runs into the kitchen we follow him, He see's Robert and the cannible struggling. 
CHRIS
Madison! Come here!
	Chris looks paniced he jumps on top of the cannible and tries to pull him off but it is worthless, Chris falls off. He stands up and goes to the kitchen counter and pulls out a knife that is in a wooden block. Madison runs in she tries to pull the cannible of Robert but can't. Chris walks toward the cannible with the steak knife in his hands. He lifts the knife in the air and strikes down on the cannible's back, the cannible doesn't even react it still attacks Robert. 
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	Alton looks through the windows he can't see a thing, he runs around the house to the backdoor. He looks through the door wall and sees the cannible on top of Robert and Chris stabbing the cannible in the back. Alton opens the doorwall.
ALTON
In the head, stab it in the head!
	Chris takes the knife and stabs it straight through the head, the cannible stops all movement. Madison and Chris help get the cannible off Robert.
ROBERT
What the hell was that?
ALTON
We should be leaving, now!
ROBERT
We are not going anywhere untill you tell me what the hell was that!
ALTON
You want to know what that is! Do ya!
ROBERT
Yes I do!
ALTON
What you just saw was hell! They are the undead, they don't sleep, they fear, the just hunt, stalk us.
MADISON
Why do they do this? What do they want?
ALTON
Our flesh, there cannibles.
ROBERT
How did they get like this? 
ALTON
I don't know, I think(pause)personally that the meteor gave off this weird radiation and made the dead become the living.
MADISON
Where's Chris?
	Madison takes off Robert follows right after her into the living room.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-LIVING ROOM
	Madison and Robert stop once they are in,
MADISON
Chris?
CHRIS(O.S.)
Over hear... by the staircase.
	Madison and Robert walk toward the stairway, in the CORNER is Chris his knees perched up so that his elbows relax on them. His eyes are teary filled.Robert sets right next to him in the SAME position, Madison sit on the first step of the stairs.
ROBERT
What's the matter buddy?
CHRIS
Oh, like you didn't just see what happened!
ROBERT
No I didn't see anything to make you upset.
CHRIS
You didn't see me take that knife and stab that man in the head, I killed someone dad!I didn't want to he was just...just hurting you!
ROBERT
It's fine, Chris...your not going to understand this but that wasn't a man.
CHRIS
What are you talking about?
ROBERT
That was, according to Alton that was a-
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-BACKYARD
	The doorwall opens Alton jumps out onto the ground he sticks his arms into the house and pulls out the CANNIBLE it clunks to the ground. Alton picks up the cannible by the shirt and drags it carelessly.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-STAIRWAY
	Chris relaxes his arms and elbows. 
CHRIS
I don't beleive him, I don't. And I don't see how you can beleive him?
ROBERT
WHy wouldn't we beleive him, trust him?
CHRIS
I don't like him,
ROBERT
That is stupid you don't even know him yet.
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	Alton drags the cannible across the front till he reaches the dead Farmer John. He pulls the cannible off the Farmer John. Alton reaches in his pocket pulls a matchcase. He takes out THREE matches the that are connected together. He lights them, then sets the flame upon Farmer Johns cloths the catch fire, He lifts the lighten matchs and lights the other cannible's clothes on fire and then throws the rest of the flame on thier bodies.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-STAIRWAY
	Chris stands up and walks out of frame, Madison and Robert's eyes follow him.
ROBERT
He doesn't know what he is saying.

INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN
	Chris walks into the kitchen, he goes to the fridge and opens it, a steam pours out, Chris coughs and gags, He slams the door shut and gags more, he run to the sink and VOMITS in it.
ROBERT(O.S.)
You didn't open the fridge did you!
	Chris lifts his head, he has some excess vomit hanging down from his mouth.
CHRIS
Yes.
MADISON(O.S.)
Idiot! You know how much food was in there?
	Madison and Robert walk in, the moment Madison's foot enters the room the smell of the food hits her nose she covers her mouth and turns around and walks striaght out of the room. Robert crinches and the smell he walks toward Chris who's head is still in the sink.
ROBERT
There was Fruit, Veggies, Cheese, milk,                                               pizza, everything in there you know.
CHRIS
I wasn't thinking, I am hungry, well I was.
	Chris wipes the remaining vomit tidbites off his mouth with his sleeve. The doorwall opens, Alton walks in but then steps back out.
ALTON
It smells like rotten food and throw up in here,
ROBERT
Chris opened the fridge.
ALTON
Oh, well do you have a car?
ROBERT
Yep, 
ALTON
Does it have gas?
ROBERT
Yea I got quite a bit too, because the next gas station is many miles from here so I have to have some extra just in case. The car is a gas guzzler though the only bad thing.
ALTON
What kind of car is it?
ROBERT
It's a hummer, a new kind not the army looking one.
	Alton looks happy about this,
ROBERT
I never liked the old ones they looked like a box on wheels.
ALTON
Is the car in the garage?
ROBERT
Ya,
ALTON
Hey Chris?
CHRIS
What?
ALTON
You and Madison should get all the food out that is good that is in the cupboards. I mean everything even dry cereal. Robert? Let's go to the garage.
INT.GARAGE-DAY
	The yellow hummer sits in the middle of the large garage. The garage door opens and Robert and Alton walk in.
ALTON
That is one nice peice of machinary.                                                 How did you afford it? What's your job.
ROBERT
This Alton was my Christmas present to myself.
ALTON(laughing)
How much was it exactly?
ROBERT
118,000 big American buckeroos.
ALTON
Holy shit! That burned hole in your walet. 
ROBERT
Yep pity to I hardly got a chance to drive it much.
ALTON
Well I have to say that you are one lucky guy to have this car, and I am lucky to have found you. This automobile can get use past these things.
ROBERT
Where are gonna go?
ALTON
Who knows, maybe...a rescue station if we ever find one.
ROBERT
Why can't we just stay here, it seems fine if we lock the doors and all.
ALTON
No, There will be more of those things. You haven't been to any urban areas there are so many it is like New Years Day in New York city.But of course I try not to think of them,
	They walk to the hummer, Robert gets out his keys from his back pocket. He opens the door and they crawl inside.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-KITCHEN
	Madison is putting cans of food from the cupboard into a grocey bag. She closes the cupboard and sets the bag of food on the kitchen table. Chris has a bag filled to that he sets on the counter.
MADISON
Maybe we should take these to the car.
CHRIS
Sure,
INT.HUMMER
	Alton is looking around the car examing the tiny tibits of it He reaches on top and pulls down a T.V. from the ceiling.
ALTON
Does this have a DVD?
ROBERT
Yep

ALTON
That's preaty fucking trendy!
EXT.GARAGE
	Chris and Madison are holding the two bags of food. They walk into the garage.
MADISON
Were are you two?
	The hummer's door opens Madison jumps, Robert comes out.
MADISON
What are you doing in the car?
ROBERT
Just showing it to Alton, got the food?
MADISON
Ya, want us to put it in the car?
ROBERT
Ya in the back.
	Madison and Chris walk toward the back of the car open the back and throw the food in. Chris climbs in himself Madison climbs in after. The sit climb over the row.
MADISON
When are we leaving?
ROBERT
Today, I want to leave today.
CHRIS
Hey, if we turn on the car the Dvd will still work right?
MADISON
No duh, the car doesn't have anything to do with outside power.
CHRIS
Kick ass!
ALTON
Before we go we are going to have to make changes. Can we sit down the back row of the chairs?
ROBERT
Yeah, this thing is huge you can almost live out of it.
ALTON
Well we are gonna have to, I have been living outside in a car for the last two weeks.
CHRIS
Grandpa and NaNa! We have to, we have to get there! We have to go to there house!
MADISON
I think he's right. We have to be sure we have to see if they are all right!
ALTON
Were do they live?
ROBERT
Not even a two, three miles from here. In another farm house just like this one.
MADISON
Let's go now! We have gas in the car let's go now we can come back. 
ALTON
I don't know maybe we should just wait till later and we can just make one trip-
MADISON
We are going, now.
	Madison climbs over the chair into the back and slams the back door. Robert climbs into the drivers seat,Alton in the passenger Madison climbs back over the chair and sits next to Chris. 
EXT.GARAGE
	The yellow hummer drives out of the garage turns and grinds across the dirt path causing dirt to fly through the air. The go arcoss the front yard onto the dirt road.
INT.HUMMER
	Robert is focused on the road, Alton is still examing every crevis of the car.
ALTON
So are we going to your mom and dads house?
ROBERT
Oh no, this is thier mother's parents.
ALTON
Were is there mother?
ROBERT
Colon cancer, three years ago.
ALTON
I am sorry.

ROBERT
It's all right, so do you have any family.
ALTON
I'd rather not talk about it.
ROBERT
All right then.
	We pan over to the back seat Chris is staring out the window.
CHRIS'S POV: 
We see the the outside, the country. Nothing but brown dead ground is all around.
CHRIS
I spy something brown!

MADISON
The grass?
CHRIS
Correct!
MADISON
I spy...Ummm
MADISON'S POV:
They same old country nothing a farm house is near, but then they quickly pass a CANNIBLE!
MADISON
A creature! One of them I saw one of them out there.
ALTON(looking back)
You'll get use to them there around everywhere.
EXT.FARM HOUSE
	They pull into the driveway and stop. The cars doors open and they all jump out.
ANGLE ON:
They all walk toward the front door, Robert knocks on the door, no answer he bangs on it again. Alton kicks open the door, the wood around the door CRACKS and falls to the floor.
INT.FARM HOUSE
	The house is silent, it is a traditional house family photos are on the walls, there is artwork on hanging in golden frames also. They walk in cautiously, there is a large HEADMOUNT of a DEER on the wall just under it is a brown gun case, many rifles are in side. Alton's eyes reach the case he runs up to it and tries to open it but can't, it is locked. He looks around on the floor there is a blanket he wraps it around his fist and punches through the glass. 
MADISON
You know that is an antique!
ALTON
You know that it doesn't matter what it is as long as we got guns.
ROBERT(O.S.)
My god!
	Alton and Madison turn through the hallway were Chris and Robert are standing across from a wall they approach them. On the wall is a HUGE blood splatter. They just stare at the blood splattered wall TILL there is a CRASH from off screen.
MADISON
Where did that come from?
ALTON
The basement, I'll go down there.
	We follow Alton to the living room, he goes to the gun case and pulls out a rifle and some bullets. He loads the gun and walks to the basement door. He opens it and then walks down shutting the door after him.
INT.FARMHOUSE-BEDROOM
	The bedroom door opens, Chris walks in. He shuts the door and sits on the large KING size bed. He smells the sheets of the couch. His eyes water up. He falls and his back carelessly letting the mattress supporrt him. He spots a picture from ontop of the tall oak dresser. He stands up and grabs it. 
CU: The photo has a picture of Chris(younger by four years) Madison, Robert, There mother, and There Grandpa and NaNa.
Chris begins to sob he covers his face, he sets the picture from back down he jumps back down on the bed on his stomach. The bedroom door opens Madison walks in, she sits on the edge of the bed.
MADISON
Come now, It will be all right. We'll find a rescue station and we will be safe from all of this.
	Chris sits up his eyes beat red, he wipes the remaining tears off of his face.
CHRIS
I just realized that not just NaNa and Grandpa are gone. Everybody is-
	There is a loud GUNSHOT from the basement and pause then another. Madison and Chris close there eyes till the two shots are over.
CHRIS(Cont'd)
My teachers, my freinds at school. The bus lady, the people who worked at the grocery store. Everyone, everyone has been devored or changed into one of these things. 
MADISON
I'll leave you alone for a minute.
	Madison walk out of the room, Chris falls back on his back, turns on his stomach.
EXT.BEDROOM DOOR
	Madison leans against the door, Robert comes to her side his eyes red. He puts his hand on her shoulders.
ROBERT
How is he doing?
MADISON
Fine,
ROBERT
I'll check on him.
	Madison walks away from the door and Robert walks into the bedroom. Madison is in deep thought. The sound of Alton walking up the stairs is heard. Madison turns the corner we see the basement door open and Alton walks out.
CU: Madison's eyes close as she goes into deep thought. She reopens her eyes. 
Madison's POV: 
The house is different the atmosphere is more happy. A CHRISTMAS tree is in the corner presents underneath. Robert sits on the couch along side a BEAUTIFUL woman that looks like Madison but more Adult. A little girl plays on the ground with BARBIE dolls, the basment door opens this time her Grandpa walks out.
GRANDPA
 Madison I got one more present for you.
MADISON
Give me Grandpa, give me.
GRANDPA
Are you sure?
MADISON
Yes, Yes!
GRANDPA
All Right!
	Grandpa pulls out a little BICYCLE with pink streamers on it. Little Madison runs toward it and hops on, NaNa walks in and takes a picture.
MADISON
Mommy look a bike, a bike.
WOMAN
I see honey it's nice.
CU: MADISON'S eyes reopen
We are back in the regular world Madison's eyes tear up and she begins to sob. She slides down the wall till her bottom hits the floor. Alton shuts the basement door and walks toward Madison.
ALTON
What's the matter Madison.
MADISON(sobbing)
What do you mean what's the matter! You can't comprehend what just happened!    You just shot my grandparents there dead and so is everyone else.
INT.FARMER HOUSE-BEDROOM
	Robert is still at the edge of the bed Chris is on his stomach covering his face.
ROBERT
When we get to a safe location we will be free to do the normal thing like-

CHRIS(muffled)
Your comforting is not helping! 
	Chris sits up next to Robert.
CHRIS(Cont'd)
What if your wrong, what if your all wrong all three of you. There isn't know rescue stations nothing but those things out there! When I come face to face with a rescue station I will feel comfort.
EXT.FARM HOUSE
	All four of them walk out of the house back into the hummer. The car starts up and they drive off back on the dirt road.
EXT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME
	The hummer pulls into the driveway of the house. It stops all four of them hop out.
INT.MUSGRAVE FAMILY HOME-ROBERT'S BEDROOM
	There is a suitcase on his bed. Robert throws some clothes into the suit case. He carries it and walks out of the room across the hall to Madison's room. Madison has a bundle of clothes she tosses them into the suitcase. Robert walks out of the room and goes across the hall into the bathroom. Alton sits at the edge of the tub filling a large pop bottle with water from the tub. 
ROBERT
How many bottles are there?
ALTON
Just three, not enough.
	Robert walks to the sink he grabs a bottle of Deordorent SPRAY that sits next to a bottle of soap. He throws that into the suitcase. He reaches dwon into the cabinets of the counter. He pulls out three tooth brushes and a tube of tooth paste he throws them into the suitcase.
ROBERT
We don't want any cavities!
ALTON(Laughing)
Of course not.
INT.HUMMER-MID DAY
	The back door open Robert is carrying the suitcase. There is a small button near the edge of the hummer. Robert pushes the button the last row of seats low down into the floor. Robert sets the suitcase he shuts the back door.
EXT.DIRT ROAD-MID DAY
	The hummer pass through the dirt road.
INT.HUMMER
	Alton turns on the radio there is a loud static sound. Alton sits back into the chair.
MADISON
I hope you know that I am not listening to that for are whole trip.

ALTON
We don't know when there is going to be a announncement of any sort so we are leaving it on.
MADISON
I'm just curious Alton who the hell voted to you become the damn leader?
ALTON
I don't know, I guess leadarship runs in my family.

MADISON
Well I think, personally that you being the leader is bullshit. 

ALTON
You think you can do a better job, huh Madison. Then be my guest to lead us all you want!
MADISON
I am not necessarly saying me! How about Dad? He is older wiser.
ALTON
But who has more experince with the cannibles?
ROBERT
All right no one is the leader so every shut up! Jesus, I have to desiplin you Madison more then Chris. Chris has been fine since we got into the car haven't side a word.
MADISON
Of course he hasn't look at him!
	We pan over to where Chris is sitting, he has head phones of he pulls them off.
CHRIS
Yea?
MADISON
Nothing we're just talking about you.
CHRIS
Oh, okay.
	Chris puts back on his head phones and looks out the window.
EXT.HUMMER
	It is getting darker outside, the sun is getting very low on the horizon.

INT.HUMMER-NIGHT
	The moonlight shines through the windows. Every one is asleep. Madison lays across the empty back of the autmobil. Chris sits in his chair head against the window, headphones on. Alton and Robert are asleep in there seats.

CU: We pan down Robert's seat there is a nob that is shaped like a triangle, it CLICKS and bends foward.
ANGLE ON:
Chris sleeps, Robert's chair CLICKS again. It then FALLS completly back onto Chris's lap. Chris lunges up. He pulls off the headphones and tries to pulls the seat up but he can't. Robert still sleeps,
CHRIS(struggling)
Dad! Dad! Get up! DAD!

	On the word DAD! Robert shoots up so does the seat, Robert rubs his face and turns around looking at Chris.
They both Whisper through out the scene*
ROBERT
What is it?
CHRIS
Your seat.. just fell on me.
ROBERT
Oh sorry 

	Robert gets out of his seat climbs over the middle section and into the seat next to Chris.
ROBERT(Cont'd)
Heavy sleeper, I wish I wasn't though especially at times like this.
CHRIS
I don't know how you guys went to sleep so fast, I was twisting and turning for at least a hour.
ROBERT
I wasn't thinking about anything else but sleep.Thats how I fell asleep.
	BANG...
	Chris and Robert turn there heads to the square window behind Chris. There is a Cannible, Chris jumps back. 

CU:The cannible's pale clamy hands press against the windsheild. The cannible is a woman, this cannible is differnt then any other cannible we have seen so far, this cannible is smiling. A grim evil smile that streches across the face, ear to ear. It's teeth are decaying only a few are left in the top and bottom row.
Robert and Chris stare at the cannible in sadness.
CHRIS
Why is she smiling?
ROBERT
I don't know...maybe, maybe she died smiling?
CHRIS
Something really hillarous would have to be happing for her to die smiling.
ROBERT
Must have been, she got struck with Rigamortas before she could frown.
	The cannible bangs on the window. Trying to get in, no matter what this cannible does the smile does not leave it's face.
ROBERT 
Alton! Wake up.
	Alton jumps up out of his seat and turns around.
ALTON
What is it? 

ROBERT
Outside, banging ong the window is one of them.
ALTON
Can't you kill it?
ROBERT
No, I perfer not to look at brains.
ALTON
Fine then,
	Alton grabs his bat and opens the side door.
CHRIS
Why not use a shot gun isn't the bat more work?
ALTON
It is but the shot gun's sound would lure in more of them.
CHRIS
I see,
EXT.HUMMER
	Alton jumps out of the car he slams the door turns around to the other side where the smiling cannible is standing. Alton raises the bat and smashes onto it's head.
INT.HUMMER
	Madison yawns and wakes up she stretches she sits up striaght.
MADISON
What's going on.
	Right when Madison is done with that sentence a splatter of blood hits the window next to her. Madison jumps,
MADISON
Another one of them?
ROBERT
Yep,
MADISON
Oh,
	Madison falls directly back asleep.

EXT.COUNTRY
	The sun rises high on the horizon. The hummer zooms by on the dirt road.
INT.HUMMER
	Robert is focused on the road, Alton's feet are on the dash board. Madison is reading a ROMANCE novel. Chris is gazing out of the window. 
ROBERT(To Alton)
Get your feet down.
	Alton lowers his feet to the floor.
CU: The gas meter is very close to "E".
ROBERT
We are low on gas, and what do you know? We are a few yards from a gas station.
ROBERT'S POV: 
We see through the windshield and we see an Gas Station labled EXPRESS GASOLINE AND PARTY STORE, it is on hill mabey fifty feet tall, it is surrounded by woods and Guard Rails so automobils do not careen of the hill.
CHRIS
Don't we have gas in the back?
ROBERT
Yes we do but why waist that when we can just get some out of the pumps here.
EXT.EXPRESS GAS STATION
	The hummer pulls up to pump labled number 2(there are four pumps).
INT.HUMMER
	Robert switches the gear to park.

ROBERT
	        Are you guys going to check out the party store.
ALTON
Yea, Do you two want to go?

MADISON
Why not, I need to stretch.
CHRIS
They might have Coke in there! I'm going!
INT.EXPRESS PARTY STORE
	The glass door is boarded up, It swings opens quickly, Alton walks in with his baseball bat. 

ALTON'S POV:
The Part store looks mostly the same, a few shelves knocked over, the two windows in the party store are boarded up.
ALTON
Looks like people use to be here, so be careful.
CHRIS
Candy bars and Coke, right now at this very moment I am in heaven!
ANGLE ON:
There are many Soda bottles in rows in the Fridge. Chris opens the door and pulls out two Coke bottles.

Chris sits down one of the two bottles onto the floor. He takes the other opens it, it EXPLODES! Pop flys through the air, Chris doesn't care he takes the bottle a chugs down the Coke. He pulls away the bottles, he wipes his chin.
CHRIS
That was refreshing, I hate water so much and that is all we have been drinking for the last month.
EXT.HUMMER
	Robert places the gas pump knozzle into the gas tank. He stands there waiting, leaning  against the car.
INT.EXPRESS GAS STATION
	Madison has a candy bar in her hand, she unrevals the wrapper. She moves over to the boarded up window. She takes a bite of the candy bar till,
	SHATTER...
	
	The glass behind Madison clapses, Madison ducks drops her candy bar. The board is punched in, a CANNBILE stands there. Madison begins to run out of the way but the Cannible grabs Madison's hair. Pulling out her hair band letting her long hair fall down. Alton runs up with his bat and smashes the Cannible's arm snapping in making it limp. Madison runs off.
EXT.Hummer
	Robert still leans against the hummer facing the Gas station. He doesn't notice what lurks behind him. A cannible comes closer to Robert, Closer and Closer.
ANGLE ON:
	We look at the gas station, Madison runs out looking at the ground.

	Robert puts his hand on the gas knozzle. He looks at Madison,
ROBERT
What happened?
ANGLE ON:
	Madison looks up and sees the cannible near Robert she looks paniced.
MADISON
BEHIND YOU!
	Robert squints, he is confused by the answer,
ROBERT
What?
	Right after he says that the Cannible grabs Robert.
   There's a Beat...
CU-SLOW MOTION:
	The cannible's teeth reach Robert's shoulder ripping skin off, blood spewing out.

	Madison screams and runs toward Robert, Robert pushes the Cannible away his other hand that is holding the gas knozzle comes out with the knozzle attached. Gas begins flying through the air. The Cannible comes back for more. The cannible grabs Robert and pushes him to the ground. Robert gets up supporting himself with one hand.
	
	Madison get closer,
ROBERT(Struggling)
Stay back!
	Madison stops, Robert and The cannible push each other. They both hit the gas pump. Robert takes the cannible's head and bangs it in to the pump.
They struggle.
MADISON
ALTON!!!
	Robert and the Cannible come closer to the car GUARD RAILS. Robert pushes the Cannible into the thick silver guard rail. They flip over it and roll down hill.
	Alton and Chris run out of the Party Store's front door.
ALTON
What is it?
MADISON
Dad and a Cannible... they are rolling down the hill!
	Alton runs to the guard rail and looks down.
CU:
	Robert and the cannible are careening down the hill. The Cannible hits its finger causeing them to snap off spewing blood. They hit the bottom. The cannible gets up, Robert rubs his sore body and stands. Robert stands turns around the Cannible's teeth grab on to Robert's Face skin and peels it up about an inch. a chunk revealing the insides.

	Alton's eyes are wider then we have ever saw before.

ALTON
Madison, get a gun!
	Madison runs to the hummer, stepping in gasoline. She whips open the door. She pulls out a shot gun. She runs without closing the door. She tosses the shot gun to Alton he cathes it and aims and fires.
	BOOM...

EXT.WOODS
	Robert's hands are holding the cannible the cannible's mouth is open till the bullet impacts in it's head. Blowing out it's brains! The blood and brain material splatter across Robert's already bloody face.  RObert gasps for air.
MADISON(O.S.)
We're coming!

	The cannible falls down backwords, hitting a tree. Robert falls to his knees. Madison runs up to him she lowers to his level. Chris comes soon after,
MADISON
Are you okay? 
	BEAT
MADISON(Cont'd)
Oh god, look at that cut.
	Madison removes her shoe, pulls off her sock and places it on His wounded face.
ROBERT
It got me on the shoulder too.
MADISON
Where is Alton?
CHRIS 
I don't know.
ALTON(O.S.)
Hey!
	Madison and Chris turn around. They both see Alton walking down the hill holding a hand gun.
ALTON
Robert, are you bitten?
ROBERT(Weak)
Yes, My shoulder and my face.
	Alton reaches the bottom of incline he has a expression on is face that shows guilt. He comes toward The Musgrave family
ALTON
I am sorry, I am sorry to all of you but... but Robert I wish, I should of told you before but I couldn't do it , I couldn't SAY IT!

CHRIS
What? What couldn't you say.
ALTON
Your dead Robert. Practily, once one of those sons of bitches grabs and dig there teeth into your flesh riping at you like it's a wild animal. Your are going to turn into one!
MADISON
BULL SHIT! No, no! That's impossible!

ALTON
It's not, I wish it was! I truly do wish I was lying at this moment...but I am not!
MADISON
How do you know Alton!

ALTON
Want me to describe what happens! Your bodily functions shut down, then your vision is blurry. Your almost blind, then the skin on your face begins to become lose like it is slowly peeling off the bone. Then you die, you die slowly while screaming for mercy but when no one can save you. No one but God, but is God paying attenion? Of course not, he makes you struggle, so much that you holding the person that is next to, squezzing them cutting off there circulation. Then as you suffer to your last breath, you close your eyes and die.(Beat) Not for long though! You wake back up( He starts crying) then that person next to you, you want them. You take them and rip them apart. Do you beleive me now Madison?(BEAT)DO YOU?!  
MADISON
What are we going to do?
ALTON
Robert... Do you want to suffer honestly do you want to suffer?
ROBERT
Give me a gun.

CHRIS
WHAT! NO... No you can't your not, I won't let you.
MADISON
Dad, you dizzy sit down don't do this.

ROBERT
I don't want to have to suffer then awake as one of those bastards!
MADISON
No your not! Your coming with us your getting your car, your christmas present and we are driving off to someplace safe and where we can get help.
ALTON
They can't do anything!
ROBERT
Go back to the car and drive off and think ahead not behind.
MADISON(Sad and Angered)
I am not losing you like I lost mom! 
ROBERT
You two are going to have go on, I know you can Alton will lead you correct.
ALTON
Of course.
CHRIS(Crying)
I can't, don't...go!
ROBERT
I am going in the woods behind the trees. I am going to take that gun with me and I am not coming back! Alton, gun please.

	Alton hands Robert the silver handgun, Robert's bloody hand grabs it. He takes a deep breath. Chris and Madison both give him a hug, they would frezze frame this image if they could, but of course they cannot.  Madison and Chris take there last and begin to walk up hill with Alton. Robert turns around walks to a thick large oak tree. 
EXT.HUMMER 
	Alton hops into the driver's seat, Madison goes around the the hummer to the passenger seat.
EXT.WOODS-OAK TREE
	Robert cocks the gun, a tear trickles down the side of his face.
CU:
	Robert's eyes quiver, the gun is placed at the right side of his head.
EXT.HUMMER
	Chris opens the side back door. He gets in and right before the door shut the gun is fired. Chris looks down at the floor and then slams the door they drive off.
INT.HUMMER
	Time has passed, Chris is sleeping in the back seat. Madison is reading one of her romance novels. 

ALTON
Where is the nearest city?
MADISON
It should be coming up within the next hour.
ALTON
We should stay someplace for tonight.
MADISON
I think there is a motel coming up soon.
ALTON
Maybe they have hot water in the pipes. A shower would be nice.
MADISON
Yea.
ALTON
Is this it, Johnson Motel.
MADISON
Yep, It is quiet nice there is hardly nobody ever here so it is very clean.
ALTON
I wonder if they have "HBO"?
MADISON(Sarcastic)
Ha, ha.
INT.MOTEL OFFICE
	Alton and Madison walk in, it is quiet papers everywhere. There is a rack of keys in the background. They are all labeled with room number.
ALTON
Which one?
MADISON
Room thirteen, my lucky number.
INT.HUMMER
	Chris is in the backseat he yawns and wakes up. He jumps, no one is in there.
CHRIS(Shouting)
Madison!
	We look out of the windsheild Madison walk out of the wooden office. Chris gasp, Madison and Alton both get back into the car.
MADISON
How was your nap?
CHRIS
You know sometimes I would like to be informed that you guys are leaving alone. You scared the crap out of me.
EXT.MOTEL
	The hummer pulls out of the parking space and turns around to infront of the door labled "13"

INT.ROOM 13
	They door opens, all three of them walk in. 

MADISON
It's smells very musty in here!
ALTON
I am going to see if there is any water.
	Alton walks off screen. Chris sits on the edge of the bed. 

ALTON(O.S.)
There's water! It's cold but it's water. Who's going first.

MADISON
You go Chris.
CHRIS
All right,
	Chris stands up and walks toward the bathroom. Alton comes out as Chris shuts the door.
INT.BATHROOM
	Chris locks the door, The water is running. Chris runs his hand through the falling water.
CHRIS(To self)
Cold!
	Chris wipes his hand on his clothes. He sits down on the toilet seat and begins to cry, he can finally spill his emotions alone.
INT.ROOM 13
	Alton looks around the room, Madison sits down on the bed.
MADISON
Why, I have been wondering why couldn't you have just told us about turning into one if bite?
ALTON
You wouldn't understand.
MADISON
Alton, I don't like you. Your bossy and you act lick you know all. I think that you are the cause that my father is dead!
ALTON
It would have happened any way.
MADISON
I think that we would have been more careful if we knew.
ALTON
You know why I couldn't tell. It was devasting for me! You don't have any idea what I have saw! After Me my wife that was holding child and my mother came out for the first time we were confused.
MADISON
You had a family?
ALTON
Of course, listen keenly and carefully Madison. We got into my car, My wife next to me and my mother in the backseat. We drove for a little till we saw a woman on walking. She looked so brittle and fragile we had to help. We got out and tried to help it but it just turned and bite into my mother's arm. We ran back into the car as my mother bleed every where. We badaged her cut she was fine for twenty minutes but then she was feeling dizzy she layed down in back upon my wife's Joanne, was her name by the way anyways she was laying on her legs. A day passed and it was worse, he skin was awful, she keep saying everything is so blurry and THE PAIN,THE PAIN MAKE IT STOP! But then before by very eyes she died but the awoke and the moment she awoke she turned around were Joanne was sitting and bite directly into her stomach. Chopping!(Alton chops his teeth together) I screamed blood was every where, I jumped out of that car and ran and I never turned around to look back!
MADISON
I am so sorry Alton I didn't know.
ALTON
Then maybe you shouldn't fucking judge people before you know them Madison! OKay! I am going to sleep. Lock the doors or they come in and get like they got every one I loved. I am going to check out the other rooms see if there is anyone here or anything.
	Alton turns around and opens the door he walks out swiftly then slams the door. The bathroom door opens, Chris walks out, new cloths on. His hair is damp, Madison stares at him as though she has never seen him years. 

CHRIS
Where did Alton go?

MADISON
He went to look in the other rooms to see if there is anything good.

CHRIS
How are you doing,

MADISON
All right, better.
CHRIS
That is good.
	Chris walks over to Madison and sits next to her.

EXT.MOTEL
	Alton exits room one. He shuts the door. He holds up the key of room two he wals up to the red door of Room two. He places the key in the lock at opens the door.
INT.ROOM TWO
	Alton walks through the door the shuts it. We turn and looks around the room. It looks like a massacre has happen, blood on the walls, the large window in the back room is shattered. Wind blows through. Alton looks around nothing is around blood is everywhere. He walks toward the window and looks out. He walks backwords and trips he catches a balance. He takes a look at what he had trip on and it is a CAMCORDER. He examins it, there is a small movie screen at the side of it he turns it on and watches. The glow from the screen hits his face.
INT.ROOM 13-BATHROOM
	The bathroom mirrior is open, A anomynos hand sets down a pair of sisscors on the shelf. The mirror shuts standing in front of it is Madison but now her hair is SHORT, like a boys. She walks out of the bathroom to where Chris is sitting on the bed.

MADISON
What do you think?
CHRIS
Holy Crap you look like a boy!
MADISON
Yea atleast thoses things won't get me as easy.
	The front door suddenly opens, they both jump. Alton runs in with camcorder in hand.
ALTON
We are going to Kentucky!
MADISON
Why?
ALTON
There's a rescue station there.
CHRIS
How do you know?
ALTON
I found this in room two, watch it.
	Alton gives the camcorder to Madison she opens the little movies screen and hits play.
CAMCORDER VIEW:
	We see through the camcorder.
CU:
	We are on a mans face, he is in his thirties. He talks to the camcorder.
MAN 1
Hello. Me and a group have been traveling to a safe zone miltary camp in Owensboro Kentucky. We had car but it wasn't strong enough. Ummm... I am making this documentry so that one day I can look back and say I survived that.
	The screen goes static, then it goes back into. They are in front of the Johnson Motel. The camcorder turns and we see the man's face again.
MAN 1
We are going to shack up here for as long as we can. We have no clue how we are going to get to Kentucky.
	The screen goes static again then it comes back to focus. We are in the office another man is in front of the screen walking behind the counter.
MAN 2
Room 2 good?

MAN 1
Yea.

	Static again focues back to Man 1's face.

Man
We has seven people with us but now it has shrunken down to three. Two of them we had to shoot in the head and the other two was ripped to shreds. We are entering room teo right now. It smells musty, very musty.
	Static again, We focus back onto the room. The camcorder its on the bed. The back window is shattered. Tons of cannibles are pouring through. A woman has a shot gun she shoots and shoots again hit some of them right in the head. A man has a BUTCHER KNIFE and his hacking at them. The man with that was holding the camcorder has a wade of paper on fire he sits on of the that is hanging out the window on fire. A Cannible jerks causing it to catch the man with the buthcher knife on fire. He jerks and twitches he swings aroundletting go of the butcher knife tossing it in the air till it penatrates in to the woman with the shotgun arm. The arm hangs off with it attatched by a small thin peice of skin.
WE CUT BACK TO SEEING MADISON WITH THE CAMCORDER. 
	She closes it. Hand hands it back to Alton.

MADISON
When do we leave?
ALTON
Tomorrow morning, Why did you cut your hair?
MADISON
It will be less easy for them to grab me when there is a bunch of them.
ALTON
Smart thinking.
MADISON
Thanks.
CHRIS
I don't think we should leave tomorrow.
ALTON
Why?
CHRIS
What's are hurry? If we have food and there's water here and shelter why leave so soon.
ALTON
Soon there will be no food and that's why we have to get there as soon as possible.
MADISON
How deep is Owensboro in Kentucky?
ALTON
I have no clue, We just have to drive.
CHRIS
Aren't we bound to hit cities soon?
MADISON
There is one coming up soon.
ALTON
The car is strong, we will plow through them till we get on the highway.

CHRIS
Isn't there going to be some on the highway?
ALTON
Doubt it. The Cannibles usually go where they use to go when there were alive.
MADISON
That's odd.
ALTON
They have instint and memory just like animals. That's what they pratically are hungry animals.
INT.HUMMER-DAY
	Madison is driving, Chris is in the passenger seat and Alton sits in the back.
MADISON
I have been seeing more and more of them.
ALTON
We must be getting closer and closer to an urban setting.
CHRIS
I have to piss pull over.
MADISON
We just stopped fifteen minutes ago Chris!
CHRIS
Sorry, the dry cereal makes me thirsty now pull over.
MADISON(Sarcastically)
Your starting to be more bossy then Alton!

ALTON
Fuck you.
CHRIS
Just pull over. 
MADISON
Okay, 
	The car stops.
CHRIS
Thank you!
ALTON
Here take this.
	Alton hands Chris a handgun.
             CHRIS(enthuseastic)
A gun?

ALTON
Ya, you need one just in case.

CHRIS
Thanks.
	Chris walks out and shuts the door.
MADISON
Why did you give him that?

ALTON
He needs one, we can't always watch him.
MADISON
He is only thirteen he doesn't need a gun.
ALTON
Come on I had a B.B. gun when I was ten.
MADISON
That's a B.B. gun they can't kill anything.
ALTON
You worry to much he will be fine.
	Chris walks back in and sits down.
CHRIS
I feel five pounds lighter.
MADISON
Give Alton back the gun.
CHRIS
Oh, okay.
ALTON
No it is for your own protection.
MADISON
No Chris your going to end up shooting somthing unintentally just give it back.

ALTON
Come on MAdison why don't you just-
CHRIS
No it's okay.
	Chris gives the gun back to Alton. Alton puts it in it's hoster.
CHRIS(Cont'd)
I can see that Madison doesn't trust me.
MADISON
Don't give me that bullshit Chris! It's for your own good.
CHRIS
Let's just get to Owensboro as fast as possible.
MADISON
That sounds great to me. 
MADISON'S POV:
	We see out of the windsheild. The hummer passes more and more Cannibles, the most we have ever seen yet. They all have different personalities. We see a cannible that appears to be a prositute another that is a football player. The car passes over a hil and down below we see the city Covered in tons of Cannibles.

	Madison's and Chris's eyes widen. 
CHRIS
Jesus!

MADISON
How are we going to get through this?
ALTON
Drive as fast as possible right through them till we make it to the freeway.
MADISON
All right, all right lets go.

	Madison puts the pedal to the medal they screech off.
EXT.CITY-DAY
	The hummer zips down the hill into the city streets. Hitting every Cannible in site. The cannibles don't even notcie that a car is coming right for them till it is only moments away. The hummer twist and swerves through the Cannibles.
INT.HUMMER
	The hummer bounces up and down voliently. Chris is trying to put is seat belt on, he suceeds.
MADISON
Where now?
ALTON
There was a sign so go left.
MADISON
Left?
ALTON
Right.
	Madison turns right.
ALTON
Left!!!
WINDSHEILD VIEW:
	THe car turns and around the corner is another car with two HUMANS in it.

CU: 
	Madison screams.
EXT.CITY
	The cars turn, the other car (witch is small and blue) The blue car hits the front ends careens sideways. The car stops.
INT.HUMMER
	Alton moves to open the door but Madison's arm stops him.
MADISON
Are you sure we should trust these people?

ALTON
Why not? I trusted you guys.
	Madison nodds her head and Alton opens the door. 

EXT.HUMMER
	Alton waves the people in the car in. There is no door on the blue car on the drivers side. A woman that has a serious bad scar at the left side of her face,jumps out along with a older black man. The woman has and AXE and the man has a TIRE IRON. They run for the hummer but a cannible comes for them. The woman swiftly, without think clean cuts the Cannible's head right off of it's shoulders. They run into the car.

INT.HUMMER
	Alton scoots all the way to the right side. As the woman and the black man come in next. The black man slams the door.
WOMAN
The highway is behind! Turn around!
MADISON
I am.
	Madison turns the wheel and they drive off.
EXT.HIGHWAY RAMP
	The hummer goes down the ramp into the highway were the density of the Cannibles is getting thinner and thinner.
INT.HUMMER
WOMAN
I'm Samantha, this is Doctor Swan, Mike.

ALTON
Good to meet cha. I am Alton, and in the front is Chris and Madison.
SAMANTHA
Thank god we ran into you guys. I am not sure how long that peice of shit would last.
MIKE
Where do you come from?
ALTON
Kanasas, you?
MIKE
Californa.
ALTON
No shit? How long have you been on the road?
MIKE
Too damn long.
ALTON
You've been driving that car the whole way?

SAMANTHA
It was really bad we had to sleep in shifts because there was no door.
ALTON
You two married?
SAMANTHA
Oh no.

ALTON
How did you lose the door? Or did you just perhaps find it doorless?
MIKE
No it hit a wall, that is why she has the scar.
ALTON
Oh, tell me what happened.
SAMANTHA
Well, I was at home the night, the night the meteor was about to crash.

FLASH BACK BEGINS:
INT.SAMANTHA'S HOUSE
	Samantha is much prettier without the scar. She is on a LAZY BOY recliner, watching television.
CU:
	The television is on a comedy sitcom. There is a phony laugh track in the back ground. The t.v. goes blank... then there is a long BEEP.
	Samantha looks confused she flicks the channel with her remote control.

CU:
	The channels change but nothing happens TILL there is a news bulletion at the bottom of the beeping blank screen in BOLD printed letters.
"Residents of Californa: This is a national emergency, Please take shelter in low area's such as basements or cellers. A meteor has been spotted above the Earth's surface."
	After the word surface Samantha jumps up and runs.
INT.HUMMER
SAMANTHA
See, I had a daughter in the hospital because she got in a Car crash a week earlier and she was in a coma so I had to get her no matter what. She was transfered to the seventh floor too so I didn't even know where her room was.
EXT.SAMANTHA'S HOUSE-NIGHT
	Samantha runs out of her front door. In the driveway is the BLUE CAR but now it is clean and unharmed, all of it's parts intact. Samantha opens the driver's side door.

INT.BLUE CAR
	Samantha starts up the car, she turns the gear into drive.
EXT.SAMANTHA'S HOUSE
	Samantha pulls out the drive and turns right down her suburban street. 

INT.HUMMER
	Samantha coughs, covering her mouth. 

SAMANTHA
Do you have anything to drink?
ALTON
Yea, some warm coke and water.
SAMANTHA
Where is it?
ALTON
Hold on.
	Alton turns around and looks in the back, he comes back up with a gallon of water. He hands it to her,
SAMANTHA
Thanks!
	Samantha opens it takes a drink not caring that the clear substance is dribbling down her chin down her shirt. She brings the bottle away from her lips she closes it. She relaxes her shoulders,
SAMANTHA
All right much better. So I had to get to the Hospital no matter what, and already I could see that chaos had started.
EXT.CITY STREET
	The blue car drives quick down the street. There are many other cars on the street, people running. 

INT.BLUE CAR
	Samantha looks around at the events that are happening around her. 

WINDSHIELD VIEW:
	An ambulance siren screams. It cuts off Samantha, the car turns avoiding impact.

EXT.HOSPITAL
	The blue car zooms into the entrance gates, we follow the car across the front of the entrance. The car pulls up to the parking garage. There is a small gate in front of the way in. 

ANGLE ON:
	Samantha rolls down the window. There is a SECURITY GUARD in a control booth of the gate. 

SECURITY GUARD
Were are you heading to?
SAMANTHA
Level seven I need my daughter!
SECURITY GUARD
One moment I have to hand open the gate.

SAMANTHA
Hurry! Please!

	The Security Guard walks out of the booth. He goes to the gate and gets out a pair of his keys, he searches then finds it BUT then he drops them on the floor.
SAMANTHA(angered)
Fuck this!
	
	The blue car zooms through the closed steel gate. The Security Guard dives out of the way. 

INT.PARKING GARAGE
	The car passes through all the other parked cars. There are some people running around looking for their cars. 

INT.PARKING GARAGE-SEVENITH LEVEL
	The blue car doesn't even stop in a parking space. It just stops near the seventh level door. She runs out of the car with her keys in hand and opens the door and steps in.

INT.HOSPITAL-STAIRWAY
	Samantha crosses the stair case and opens another door. WE are in the white hospital. It is surprisingly silent. We are in a white hallway every thing white except for a little red box that is attached to the wall.At the other end is two swinging doors. A blonde woman sits on the floor. Samantha walks toward the door she reaches it and shakes them both. they are locked.
BLONDE WOMAN
You can't go in there!
SAMANTHA
I have to my daughter is in there!
BLONDE WOMAN
I am sorry but I can not allow you to pass those doors under the circumstances!
	Samantha turns around and walks back to the red box. It is labled in case of emergency. Inside is a HOSE and an AXE is behind the glass surface. Samantha breaks right through the glass with her bare fist. She pulls out the axe and walks back to the blonde girl. 

SAMANTHA(Threatening)
Let me in now you blonde bitch or I will chop you limb from limb with out even thinking twice about it.
BLONDE WOMAN(Stuttering)
I..I.. can't it is locked from the inside.
	Samantha lifts the axe appearing as though she is about to chop the blonde woman limb from limb but she don't, she swings into the door. Smash it in, wood is falling on the floor. Every hit Samantha makes there are more sounds of screams and shouts and panic.

INT.HUMMER-FRONT SEAT
	Chris looks pale and tired , Is eyes open wide.
CHRIS
Stop the car, stop now.

MADISON
What is it?

CHRIS
I am going to puke STOP!
EXT.HIGHWAY
	The hummer stops in the middle of the third lane.
INT.HUMMER
	Chris pushes the down button on the door. The window goes down. Chris sticks his head out and VOMITS a brownish liquid. He lifts up his head out of the window.
MADISON
You all right?

CHRIS
I feel sick.
MADISON
Let me feel your head.
	Chris pulls his head out of the window and goes toward Madison presses her hand against his forehead then pushed his forehead against her left cheek, then they both pull away from eachother.
MADISON
Your burning.
MIKE
I am a doctor you know. Now come her son and let me take a look.
	Chris leans toward the back and Mike moves closer to the front.
MIKE
Open your mouth.
	Chris obeys...
MIKE
Stick out your tounge,
	Chris obeys...
ALTON(To Samantha)
Continue Samantha,
SAMANTHA
I was hitting that door with all my strength. Wood was everywhere. The whole time I was wondering why in the hell would they lock the doors from the inside. 
INT.HOSPITAL
	The door is nearly broken all the way open. A few more hits with the axe. Screams and panic grows louder and louder. The door is completely open. Samantha walks through and WE follow. 

	Samantha is shocked what she see's, it is nothing like a hospital is usually like. There are dead bodies on he ground that have covers over them. Doctors are running by with gurnies. Samantha walks through anyways more confident than ever. 

WE CUT TO:
INT.HOSPITAL-ROOM
	Doctors and Nurses( One of the Doctors is MIKE.) surround a gurnie, a patient lies on it. The heart moniter is FLATLINING.The patient is dead. 
NURSE
We lost him, 
DOCTOR
Be prepared he will wake up in a second.
	We turn to a doorway, Samantha walks the doorway holding her axe steady. She sees the chaos inside and walks in.
SAMANTHA
What is going on!?
	At the moment Samantha says on all the doctors and Nurses surrounding the gurnie turn and look at her. 

	THEN...
	As the doctors and Nurses look at Samantha the dead man rises up slowly,
MIKE
How did you get pass the doors?
SAMANTHA
Look out!
	But it is to late for Samantha's words to save the poor nurse that was standing right next to the gurnie. The now CANNIBLE grabs the flesh of the nurses hand with it's teeth. The nurse pulls away but all that does is rip off the skin over the entire hand cause a big bloody mess. Samantha runs out of the room, the other Doctors help and hold down the Cannible, all but Mike. Mike runs out with Samantha.
MIKE
What is your daughter's last name.
SAMANTHA
Abraham, thank you.
	They run down the hall. 

WE CUT the same entrance that Samantha entered from a woman leaps in wearing a dress that is more hideous than a Cannible. She leaps and leaps.
WE CUT BACK TO Samantha and Mike, they reach a door labled ROOM 250. They walk in, 
WE CUT BACK TO the leaping woman, she goes to a the Door Labled 246. She is about to open it BUT it opens. Nothing is there till a pale man middle aged man walk out slowly. The woman cries in happiness.
WOMAN
My god, your not wearing your oxygen mask your better!
	The woman leaps and gives the man a hug. But the man does not react like a man would. He just stares at her she notices and pulls away he body but keeps her hands on his hips.
WOMAN
What's wrong?
	The man leans his head down toward the woman's shoulder and rips out some flesh. The woman screams.
INT.HUMMER
	Mike pulls away from Chris,
MIKE
Definatly a flu, 
CHRIS
Shit!
MADISON
Watch your mouth!
MIKE
There is nothing for us to do though, we have no prescription drugs so you just have to get better the old fashion way.
CHRIS
What is the old fashion way?
MIKE
Let your body get better on it's own.
CHRIS
Great, you know I get sick at the most inconvenient times I swear to god. I am not kidding last year we has the biggest feild trip at school. You know where we were going? Guess?

MIKE
I don't know?
CHRIS
Disney World, I never been to Disney World and of course now I will never be able to go to Disney World. Anyways I paid the money and it wasn't cheap Dad, dad wasn't so happy about it. But the day before, in the middle night I got a flu. Just like this one, so I was screwed completley so was Dad the money wasn't refundable either so first Disney World and now the Apocalypse, didn't see that coming.
INT.ROOM 250
	The room is completey black, the door opens. Mike and Samantha walk in. Everything is quiet, there is NO ONE in the bed. 

SAMANTHA
Where is she?
MIKE
I don't know.
	Samantha grabs onto his white jacket.
SAMANTHA(yelling)
Where the fuck is my daughter! 

MIKE
I don't know!

SAMANTHA
Your lying!
MIKE
If I knew where she was I would lead you to her at this moment.
	All of a sudden the dark room is red, outside of the window the Meteor is falling.
MIKE
We gotta go.
SAMANTHA
Go where?
MIKE
To the basement, come on.
SAMANTHA
No I can't go with out my daughter!
MIKE
We have to! Okay we have to. 
INT.HOSPITAL-HALLWAY
	Samantha and Mike run down the hall to the elevator, Mike hits the down button, the elevator opens and a CANNIBLE is inside. The Cannible lunges at Samantha but she chops the Cannible completely in half. They get into the Elevator. The Cannible isn't dead. It's torso drags it's self to the elevator door but it is too late the doors close.
INT.ELEVATOR
	Samantha is breathing heavy.
MIKE
Ever since the meteor has been in sight the patients who die are coming back. I don't know what the hell they are.
SAMANTHA 
There Zombies!
MIKE
How are you so sure?
SAMANTHA
Never seen one damn Romero film?
MIKE
Yea but-
	The elevator door opens, the counter above the door Reads:1  A young woman jumps out she is covered in blood, there are Cannible's everywhere. She has various bites.
WOMAN
Help please!
	The woman passes out, on to the ground, outside the elevator. Mike quickly presses the down button. The doors close. 
THEN...
	The lights flicker,
THEN...
	The Elevator drops about ten feet Samantha and Mike hang on to the rails that are mounted onto the Elevators sides.

THEN...
	The elevator stops, the lights go out completely, it is silent.
INT.HUMMER
SAMANTHA
-and there we waited, and waited. For a I don't know how long all I know it was a long time. Good thing Mike had a bag of smashed cookies in his back pocket or we would have starved. Well after that wait we decided enough was enough, and that no one must be out there to help so we got out or we at least tempted to but of course the power was out! 

INT.ELEVATOR
	Samantha and Mike are a tad skinner in there face region. Samantha has her axe pried in between the elevator doors. She pushes with all her might then CRACK...
	The doors open, We see in thier POV: We are looking into the MORGUE! There is a large steel box like structure with rows a 10 small steel doors. Each one of the doors is open.
	Mike and Samantha look shocked, 

SUDDENLY...
	There is an ambush tons of Cannibles storm in from both sides of the room. Trapping Samantha and Mike in the Elevator. Samantha hacks away at them. Mike turns around to a metal box that is attached to the Elevator wall. He opens it and pulls out a FIRE EXTINGUISHER. He blast the Cannibles in there faces. 
SAMANTHA
The Escape door!
MIKE 
Give me your axe I'll hold them.
	Samantha crawls up the Elevator by stepping onto the hand rails. She punches open the escape door with her bare fist. She hops up into the small opening. She pulls down her hand.
SAMANTHA
Mike come on!
MIKE
Coming.
	Mike slices on more Cannible and then jumps up into the small opening.

INT.ABOVE ELEVATOR
	Mike c\sites then gives the axe back to Samantha. He gasp for breath and coughs.
SAMANTHA
You all right?
MIKE
I am fine.
SAMANTHA
We have to get to level seven that is where my car is.
MIKE
We can climb up the shaft.
SAMANTHA
Are you capable of it?
MIKE
I am fine!
SAMANTHA
All right I am just making sure.

	There is a small ladder that is imbedded into the metal walls.
SAMANTHA
Here we go,
	Samantha gets on the first step and climbs.

INT.HUMMER-DUSK
MADISON
So what are we going to do for tonight? Camp out in here again.
ALTON
I think it would be good if we camp out in here.
MADISON
All right then,
INT.PARKING GARAGE-SEVENTH LEVEL
	The hospital doors open. Mike and Samantha run out, there are Cannibles in a few spaces moping around not even noticing. Samantha runs to her same old blue car. Samantha pulls out her keys from her pocket and opens the door. Mike goes to the other side, Samantha unlocks his door from the inside Mike hops in and they take off.	
We follow the car down the seven levels as it passes Cannibles, more and more on each level.
We reach the bottom level...

We see that there is tons of Cannibles in the city. More than we have ever seen before. 

INT.BLUE CAR
	Samantha looks ready, she is griping the steering wheel with all her strengh.
EXT.CITY
	The blue car smashes through the Cannibles, knocking them over, sending them through the air, crushing them.  The car turns through the streets passing what was a nice city full of strip malls. 
ANGLE ON:
	A Cannible grabs on to the door handle and opens the passing car. It opens the door.

INT.BLUE CAR
	Samantha tries to close the door but she cannot with out letting go of the wheel.
SAMANTHA
Take the wheel!
	Mike grabs the wheel, Samantha reaches out to shut the door.
MIKE
GET BACK IN!!!

SAMANTHA'S POV:
 	We see a SOILD brick BUILING coming closer and closer to them. 

	Samantha pulls back in.
THEN...
	The door hits the brick wall with the Cannible attached to it. The Cannible squishes along with the door.

THEN...
	The glass from the window shatters causing it to fly into the side of Samantha's face she falls to the side.
EXT.CITY
	The car swerves back and forth.

INT.BLUE CAR
	Samantha is covering her bloody face with the palm of her hand. Mike regains control.
EXT.CITY
	The car drives through the streets filled with Cannibles.
INT.HUMMER-NIGHT
	Every one is a sleep except for Mike and Alton, they are wide awake in the FRONT SEAT, now Madison and Chris are in back.SCENE IS IN WHISPERS:
MIKE
So what happened to there dad.
ALTON
Bitten, but we didn't wait for him to change we just let take care of his own bussiness.
MIKE
Thats the right thing to do...honestly.

ALTON
Did you have any family?
MIKE
Oh, ya everyone has family. They might hate them and not have the compassion to admit they do but everyone has family. I had cousins, aunts, two uncle, and a dog. My parents, they died in a fire when I was younger.

ALTON
I hope that when we get to Owensboro that it is fucking heaven,
MIKE
Yea,
ALTON
A place that has just people would be amazing.
	Chris suddenly comes up from the back seat.
CHRIS
It's freezing in here!
MIKE
It's effects from the flu.
CHRIS
We don't have blankets, can... please...can we turn on the heat?
ALTON
The temperture is already warm in here Chris, we will sweat our asses off if we turn the heat on.
CHRIS
Fine then forget it!
	Chris goes back to the back seat.
MIKE
I wonder if the president is alive?
ALTON
Most likely, they got tons of bunkers and shit to make sure he is safe.
MIKE
You know what I want now at this moment?
ALTON
No, what?
MIKE
Mcdonalds, a fry and and a nugget would be heaven.
ALTON
Hell ya.
	On the "A" in "YA" the two front side windows are shattered open. Alton and Mike jump. Samantha, Chris, and Madison lunge up as fast as a bullet. TWO RED NECKS with shot guns stand there point the guns at Alton and Mike. 
The Rednecks are Ted and Hector.
TED(SHOUTING)
None of you little pricks move! Don't think about defending yourself! Cause we'll place a bullet right through your motha-fucking eyeballs! Do you have any weapons of any sort AND I mean any! 
	There is no answer...
TED
I said DO YOU HAVE ANY WEAPONS!

ALTON
In the back,
TED
Hector go back there,
HECTOR
Yes siree.
TED
All right all you little bastards and ditz listen up, cause I am going to say the rules only once ya hear. You coming back to are little set up we got and there will be no bitching and no trying to escape you will be there and you will LIKE it! All of you clear on the rules, because we are going to be blind folding your sweet asses in moment,
	The back glass breaks Hector pulls out all the weapons and tosses them into a black garbadge bag.
TED
Remember no trouble especially from you nigger!
	He points at Mike.
TIME HAS PASSED
	Everyone is blind folded, they are outside of the hummer.

HECTOR
All right, looking good, now all of you hang on to each other and no peeking! Follow the sound of either mine or Ted's voice. 

BLACK FRAME:
	There is sound of a gate closing. 
TED(O.S.)
You stay here for now, we will tell you when you can take the blind fold off. Now ladies come with me.
WE FADE IN FROM THE DARK FRAME:
	We are inside what appears to be a school, Mike, Chris, and Alton are behind barricades, chain ones. They are still blind folded. It is now day time. They sit in a corner near glass doors.Hector walks into frame, he is behind the chain barricade.
HECTOR
Take off the blind folds.
INT.SCHOOL-BASEMENT
	Ted has the two girls by the back of their shirts. 
TED
Ladies your are going to love  it here, no food except bread on tuesdays. If you die what would be the fun in that? Your are going to be in our homemade cell.
	Ted shows it to them in a "TA DAH" presentation. 
TED
Get in 
Ted opens the cell door, Samantha and Madison walk in. He then locks it shut, 
TED
Oh ya, I reckon I'd outto show you something, this is cool.
	Ted walks off screen...Samantha and Madison hang on to the cells steel bars. Ted walks back in with a box on wheels, it is covered by a red blanket.
TED
No pay attention because this can apply to you.
	Ted removes the red cover. Underneath is a small cage with a very SKINNY man in it. WE can see his rib cage and his face bones.
TED
This is Johnny, he talked back. But that will never happen again ohhhhh no. We chopped this boys tounge of and gave it to the Zombies to eat. Now if you talk back, either one of you ditz talk back your tounge is going out to the zombies so I reckon you keep your mouths shut!
INT.SCHOOL
	All three of the guys in the barricade remove there blindfolds. They don't know where they are. A CANNIBLE bangs against the glass door. Chris jumps.
HECTOR
Hello boys, hopefully you took a good look at those fine lookin' ladies before we left cause I bet cha bottoms that you are never seeing them again. Now you will not talk back or we'll slice off your tounge or something else and they will be missed.
	Ted walks in,
TED
Do they know the rules once they are in here? 
HECTOR
I think so.
TED
Good, I showed the little bitches Johnny. It scared them I could tell by them looks in there eyes.

CHRIS
Please, please let us go I am sick and I need medicine.
TED
Hey kid I don't give a shit! You better not talk again, ya hear. We had two other boys and a girl around your age and we didn't feel a bit of empathy when we sliced there heads off.
MIKE
YOU SICK REDNECKS! Go to hell!
TED
Hector could you be kind enough to open the barricade?
HECTOR
Of course I will,
	Hector pulls out a pair of keys he puts them into the key hole near the bottom of the Barricade. He pulls the barricade up and it goes up into the ceiling. Ted walks up to Mike and as fast as hell he pulls out a 9mm automatic and places a bullet right between his eyeballs. Blood splatters, all over Chris. Chris screams as Mike's dead body falls over to the ground.
TED(Puting gun away)
See what happens, if you think we are kidding we are not. Now if you don't want us to blow out your brains your gonna have to respect us.

ALTON
Fuck you guys, we have been through the Cannible, through the Apocalypse and the thing that is going to bring us down is some FREAKS!
TED
You know whats Hector.
HECTOR
What is it?
TED
We got are selfs a man here.
HECTOR
Hell ya,
TED
We got are selfs one nice handsome man. How old are you boy?
ALTON
Twenty-eight!
TED
We got are selfs here a chicken, 
HECTOR
Your favorite Hector, you love you skinny white dudes don't you?
TED
Ya boy. Now you Chicken get against the wall.
	Alton doesn't move...Ted gets out his gun and points at Chris,
TED
Get against the wall before I shoot this little one.
	Alton gets up and goes against the brick wall.
TED
Now remove your clothes,
ALTON
No,
TED
DO IT CHICKEN! Just the pants! 

CU:
	We see the button of Alton's pants undo.

HECTOR
I'll take care off the little one.
INT.BASEMENT-CELL
	Madison and Samantha are sitting on the ground.
MADISON
We have to get out of here now.
SAMANTHA
How? 

MADISON
This cell could not be made that good rednecks made it. Name one good creation that a redneck has made! Let's try hitting the bottom of it. So that it starts popping up.
SAMANTHA
At the same time ready set KICK!

	They both kick the bottom of the cell.
SAMANTHA
Ready...KICK!
	They both kick again and the cell shakes.
SAMANTHA
It might work! READY...KICK!

	They bottom starts rising from the ground.
SAMANTHA
Ready...KICK!

	It keeps rising, they both say Kick at the same time now,
MADISON/SAMANTHA
Ready...KICK! Ready...KICK! Ready...KICK!
INT.SCHOOL
	Alton stands against the brick wall with his backside bare. We see very brief of it since his shirt covers 90% of it. Ted comes up behind Alton we hear the sound of him unzipping his troushers. Hector comes up to Chris and grabs his head and forces it to look at Alton. We hear Alton shouting from off-screen. 
HECTOR
Look boy... Look, laugh! 
CHRIS
I don't want to!
HECTOR
LAUGH NOW!
CHRIS
NO! NO! NO!
HECTOR 
Fine then if you chose not to laugh, then you are making take more of a violent actions.
	Hector punches Chris in the face, again...again... and again. Blood runs down Chris's nose. Hector punches with all his might into causing his TEETH to fly out. Chris screams. Hector picks up Chris into the air and throws him an the floor. 

HECTOR
See what happens little one, when you don't listen. No you best stay put if you don't want another beating. I am going to check on the girls and maybe I give them a joyride myself!
	Hectors walks down the hallway, till the corner he turns till an AXE comes out and slices him across the chest. He screams, Samantha comes out from around the corner alond with Madison who has a gun in her hand.
SAMANTHA
Guess what fucker, I found my AXE!
	Samantha chops off, clean cut Hector's head. It rolls across the floor. 
We she Ted's reaction he pulls away from Alton, Alton falls on the ground. Ted 's pants are still undone. He pulls out his 9mm and fires it and Samantha it hits her leg she falls to the ground. Madison shoots and hits Ted right in the chest, she shoots again and it hits him in the head. Ted falls to the ground dead.
MADISON
Come on get up.
SAMANTHA
On the count of three, one...two...three!
	Samantha gets up on to Madison's shoulder. We see Alton get up from the ground, he pulls his pants up. He sees Chris on the ground, he goes down to his level.
ALTON
Are you okay?
CHRIS
Are you?
ALTON
Ya, I'm fine, you have only three front teeth.
	Chris does, Chris feels inside of his mouth, which is bleeding. He feels around.
CHRIS
Great, I wish I could have choped off his head.
	Madison and Samantha walk up to him, Samantha leaning on Madison shoulders.
MADISON
You okay you two?
ALTON
Ya, let's go.
MADISON
How far is the car?
ALTON
I don't know, not far. I remember going up the hill and walking for a few minutes.
MADISON
Chris, do you need anything?
CHRIS
Just some sleep, just a pillow. My bed I want my bed! And my pillow I had since I was three, that is what I want. 
MADISON
Something I can get you,
CHRIS
No, nothing Madison.

EXT.SCHOOL
	The front doors open, all four of them runs out except Samantha who is limping.Madison holds the bag of weapons with her. They shoot whatever Cannibles stand in there way. 

MADISON
Chris, here.
	Madison hands Chris a hand gun. He takes it and shoots and Cannible that is ahead.
EXT.HIGHWAY
	They climb down the grassy incline that leads to the highway where the hummer still lies. They reach the bottom, go up to the hummer open the doors and go in.
INT.HUMMER
	Alton is in the drivers seat, Chris in Passenger, and Samantha and Madison are in the back. 

ALTON
Everyone set?
MADISON
Yes, lets go.
EXT.HIGHWAY
	The hummer drives off. 

INT.HUMMER
	Chris looks sick again. His face turns pale. He sticks his head out of the broken window and vomits. It flys in the wind and hits the back window. He puts his head back in.
CHRIS
We have to get to Owensboro soon.
MADISON
Great, look ahead!
ALTON'S POV:
	A  green "HIGHWAY ENDS 5 MILES" sign is on a post to the side,

ALTON
Great, we have gonna have to get off. SHIT!
SAMANTHA
We have no choice, let's just hope it isn't a city. Let's hope it is the country.
ALTON
I have a feeling it is going to be a huge city.
SAMANTHA
Me too.

EXT.HIGHWAY
	The hummer goes up the ramp to the CITY.
INT.HUMMER
	The whole group looks out the window, we see there reactions now more.
MADISON
Just drive Alton, and don't stop! Never stop!
ALTON
Hang on, everyone. 

EXT.CITY
	There are THOUSANDS of Cannibles, tightly cramed together. The city lays to the right of the road. On the left side is a steel GUARD RAIL that protects the road from the woods below. The hummmer struggles through, barley moving , just around five or ten mph.

INT.HUMMER
	The Cannibles stick there hands through the broken windows. The car suddenly begins to tilt to the left.
EXT.CITY
	The Cannibles are lifting the car, They are completely inclosed tight on it. They push more and more.
INT.HUMMER
	The car is titling, it is on it's side. Everyone is buckled up so that the stay in there seats.
ALTON
Hang on!
EXT.CITY
	The Cannibles hit the car, it flips to the guard rails, leaning against on top of it. One more push and the car is over, the one push come.The Hummer flips over the guard rails.
INT.HUMMER
	The car is going every where, junk is flying everywhere but thanks to those seatbelts, all four of them stay in there seats.
EXT.WOODS
	 The Hummer is actually missing trees TILL,

BOOM...
	The hummer hits a huge OAK tree. The hummer is upside down completely.
INT.HUMMER
	Everyone is in a aftershock of what happened, we go to a 
CU:
	Of Chris's seatbelt  is holding by a thread, it breaks.

	Chris falls on his face into the glass roof top, the glass shatters underneath,
MADISON
Chris, you okay?
CHRIS
Ya, ow. Oh make it stop, I feel so sick just make it stop.
	Alton undos his seatbelt and lowers himself slowly to the ground, Samantha and Madison do the same thing. Alton helps Chris back up,
MADISON
I don't think we are going to make it to Owensboro.
SAMANTHA
I'd bet on it.
	Samantha is looking out of the window, all the Cannibles are coming down hill just for a taste of human flesh. 
MADISON
Holy shit, lets go we got to go. Come on Chris,
CHRIS
I hurt my leg,
MADISON
Just get out.
EXT.HUMMER
The doors on the right side open, Alton and Samantha come out first then Madison and finally and Bloody faced Chris. They begin run away from the Cannibles who are walking closer and closer. Chris keeps falling, Madison supports him back up.
MADISON
You have to try Chris you least have to try!
CHRIS
I can't I am to sick to run.
Samantha and Alton are waiting for them, they looks to THIER right. Tons more Cannibles are coming. Samantha has her axe in stricking postion and Alton has the bag of guns. He pulls out a handgun. They shoot. 

SAMANTHA
Madison, Chris come on!

	Chris is on the ground, Madison is standing next to him, the Cannibles are getting closer.
CHRIS
Just leave me, I am sick. 
MADISON
NO! You still have a life ahead of you. I'll carry you then.
CHRIS
No you'll die too,
MADISON
I'd rather die too than to watch you die.
	Madison picks him up with both hands, she moves as fast as possible. They catch to Samantha and Alton. Cannibles are closing in on them. They shoot and stab. All but MAdison and Chris they keep going, TILL suddenly a Cannible pops out from behind a tree behind Madison and Chris, the Cannible grabs Madison she falls to the ground Chris rolls out of her hands, the Cannible goes to Chris and bites into his ARM! Madison pushes it to the ground.
MADISON
NOOOO!
	Madison picks Chris back up, 

WE CUT back to Samantha and Alton. Samantha still hacks away as tons of Cannibles are surrounding them. Alton runs through them.
ALTON
Come on Samantha! Forget them.
	Samantha chops into one last Cannible BUT this time the axe stick into the Cannible. The cannible falls to the ground. Samantha tries to grab it but it is to late. The Cannibles surrounding begin to rip at her neck taring her to shreds. Alton runs off, to Madison and Chris are walking, they are ahead of the Cannibles still but not that far ahead. They come up to a SMALL SHACK. There is a cellar to the side of it.
ALTON
Get to the cellar, 
	They run fadser then ever, the adrenilane pumps in there veins. They reach the wooden celler door, Alton opens it.
ALTON
You two get in
MADISON
What about you?
ALTON
I'll lock the door, and get there minds off of you two, it will be like your invisible.
MADISON
No, you are coming too. 
ALTON
Here take the weapons.
	Alton throws the bag in the cellar, he only has one weapon a shotgun. Madison and Chris get in.Madison sets Chris down on the ground.
ALTON
Take a rifle or a board and barricade the doors so they can't get in.
MADISON
I don't want to be locked in here.
ALTON
Would you rather be locked in or torn up by those things!
MADISON
In here.
ALTON
Good-bye.
MADISON
Bye Alton, and I don't blame you, I really don't.
	Alton shuts the doors. The Cannibles are coming close. Alton waves his hands and jumps up and down and moves away from the cellar.
ALTON
Hey assholes over here, come for some fresh meat get here fuckers!
INT.CELLAR
	Madison looks around the cellar, it is dark and musty in there. Chris lays on the floor tossing and turning.
BLACK FRAME:
TITLE:
	A DAY LATER
INT.CELLAR
	Chris is in the Corner, cured in a ball he is heavealy breathing. Madison is leaning agiast the wall. Chris's heavy breathing stops. Madison looks at Chris, she walks over to him. 

MADISON
Chris are you all right?(No answer) Hey, please answer.
	She walks over to Chris she flips him over and his eyes are rolled back. He is DEAD...but not for long, he springs back up.
MADISON
No, oh no!
	Madison moves to the back of the cellar, Chris stands up and walks toward Madison. Madison knows what she must do, shoot him. The bag of weapons is near Chris. She runs to it but Chris grabs her with a DEATH grip! She falls, Chris rolls over on top of her. This is very blurry what happens, it happens so fast, Madison screams she pushes him off grabs the bag pulls out a gun and fires. It lands in his head, he is dead. Madison drops the gun and she sits on the ground. She brings her knees to her face and begins to cry.
CU:
	Madison's teary eyes.
EXT.WOODS
	The woods surrounding the shack is still infested with Cannibles.
BLACK FRAME:
TITLE:
	13 hours later
EXT.WOODS
OVERHEAD SHOT:
	The Cannibles still are everywhere, they are not even paying attention to the cellar.

WE PAN ACROSS TO A TREE it is normal TILL a SOILDER dressed in camo leans against it. He holds a MACHINE GUN, he does a "COME ON" signal with his hands.	
OVERHEAD SHOT:
	Tons of SOILDERS come out into FRAME with guns, the begin to blow away the surrounding Cannibles. 

INT.CELLAR
	Madison hears the gun fire she jumps up. She goes to the cellar she is about to open it but then thinks to herself,

MADISON
They might think I am one.
	She begins banging on the cellar door and shouting.
MADISON
Help! Down here HELP!
EXT.CELLAR
	The cellar shakes up and down, a near by soilder see it shaking. He get's ready to fire till,
MADISON(O.S.)
Help PLEASE!
	The soilder stops and goes to the cellar he tries to open it but it doesn't open.
INT.CELLAR
	Madison begins to move the gun that locks the door.
MADISON
Hold on,
EXT.CELLAR
	The cellar door opens, the soilder gives his hand to Madison she takes it and gets up onto ground level. 

EXT.WOODS
	Madison is sitting on the tail end of a trucks, she is covered by a blanket. The same soilder comes up to her side,
SOILDER
How are?
MADISON
I need my brother,
SOILDER
Where is he?
MADISON
He's dead, he was one of them. 
SOILDER
We will have burned with the others.
MADISON
Fuck no! You are not burning him, I want him to be buried like a human.
SOILDER
I'll see what I can do,
MADISON
I am not letting him be burned with all the others I can tell you that.
SOILDER
I'll bring him out here and set him in the back of the truck and we go to the station.
MADISON
Owensboro right, Kentucky.
SOILDER
No, that place was...fucked...basically. They ran out of weapons and were over powered. You are not harmed in anyway are you?
MADISON
(beat)
No, I am fine. 
SOILDER
What's your name?
MADISON
I am Madison Musgrave.

EXT.HIGHWAY
	The army cars go down the highways. 
CU:
	We are in the truck Madison was sitting in before, She is covered in a blanket which drapes over her head. 

EXT.MILITARY BASE
	The army cars pull up to a fence that is surrounding by barb wire, the fence opens and the cars go in.
INT.MILITARY BASE-ENTRANCE
	Madison is walking down the white hall with the soilders. We pass by many survivors that are sitting on the floor. Some standing reuniting with others hugging one another. The soilder from earlier opens a door to the left, he waves Madison in, Madison steps in.

INT.MILITARY BASE-OFFICE
	The office is messy, scattered papers everywhere on top of the brown desk. The soilder sits in the back of the desk and Madison takes a seat up front.
SOILDER
we'll have the funeral in the matter of three hours, So while we wait why don't you tell, if you want of course it isn't manditory, but would you like to tell me what happened.
MADISON
We, me my brother and dad, lived in Kansas, we went to our bomb shelter when we heard about the meteor. We came out a month and a half later and we meet up with this guy Alton and we went onto where we stopped at gas station and my father got bitten so we had to-
SOILDER
Hold up, sorry to be rude but what is this Alton's last name?
MADISON
I don't know, isn't that sad. I will never know his last name. Why are you asking this.
SOILDER
We found a man, and he told me a story that sounds a little to much like yours. We found him and gave us the location that you where posibly at, it took a while longer than we hoped for but we still-
MADISON
He is alive! Take me to him!
SOILDER
Hold up first let me-
MADISON
Bullshit you have to do nothing just let me see him, take me to him!
SOILDER
All right, he is in the prison

MADISON
Why is he in the prison?
SOILDER
He wanted to leave and find you, but we do not let anyone out.
MADISON
Please can we go, I need ... truly need to see him.
SOIDLER
What is the emergency?
MADISON
None of your fucking business.
INT.MILITARY BASE-PRISON
	The swinging doors open, Madison and the soilder walk in, they pass a few cells that are in rows, most of them have older men in there just sitting down. We hear a man screaming from off-screen the man is Alton.
ALTON
let me out of here you sons of bitches! I need to find them please!

	Madison and the soilder come to the burnt out Alton, he grabs the cell's bars, his clothes are like rags, he has cuts and scrapes al over his body. His eyes open wide, a tear rolls down the side of his cheek. Madison smiles with bitter sweet emotions.
MADISON
Open the gate please.
SOILDER
I am sorry miss but.
MADISON
Open the damn door!
SOILDER
You can talk through the bars.
MADISON
Don't be a dick open the doors! Please, you have to.
SOILDER
Fine, 

	The soilder removes a set of keys from his pocket his seperates a rusty one from all the rest, he puts the key in the keyhole and opens the cell door. Madison and Alton look at eachother, Madison walks into the cell slowly.
SOILDER
I am waiting right around the corner.
	Madison wraps her arms around Alton's neck, they hug. Madison cries,
MADISON
I thought you were dead.
ALTON
I thought you were.
MADISON
I don't like living like this, at all.
ALTON
Nor do I, Where is Chris.
	Madison just looks at Alton and says nothing,
ALTON
Madison? Where is he?
MADISON
He's dead, He got bit when we fell, I tried to act like it never happened and then a day later he turned into one and I had to shoot him. I, myself had to shoot my own brother, KILL him!
ALTON
You didn't kill him.
MADISON
Then what did I do then! 

ALTON
You freed him, his soul. Everytime we kill one of the Cannibles they are already dead, they are just souls trapped within and killing the oouter layer is the only way of setting them free.
MADISON
I never thought of it like that.

ALTON
This place isn't exactly heaven but it is better than being alone. There is an all out war that is going on, the living against the dead.
MADISON
There is going to be a hell of a lot souls freed.

ALTON
Yea a lot of souls. 
MADISON
I need to tell you something, that your not going to like.

ALTON
GO ahead,
MADISON
I wish I could be here with you for as long as possible but that is impossible.
ALTON
Why is it?

	Tears begin to fall down Madison's face. Madison places her hands at the bottom of her shirt and lifts it up, we see her bare belly and her bra, just above it is a BITE! A huge one the goes from the bottom of her neck down to her left breast. Madison takes the shirt off completely.
ALTON
Don't tell me, please say it is not from one of them.
MADISON
It is, from Chris, he got on top of me, and a couldn't get him off.
ALTON
No, your going to leave me all by myself. I have no one why, why Madison.

MADISON
If I knew I would answer, but I don't. I don't want to leave and yet I do. I tell you something if you weren't standing in front of me right now I wouldn't care aboout this bite but your here and-

	The soilder steps in with a gun in his hands.
SOIDLER
I knew it! From the moment if I asked you if you were injured! You studdered, now  have orders to take all bitten humans to extermination. Now put on your shirt and let's go miss.
MADISON
one second please, just a moment.
	Tears roll down Alton's face but surpisly none roll down Madison's.
MADISON
I am going to miss your bossy-ness.
ALTON
And I am going to miss your bitching.
MADISON
Bye Alton, this time it's really bye.
EXT.EXTERMINATION ROOM
	Madison and the Soilder marked with a "EXTERMINATION" sign on it. They walk in.
INT.EXTERMINATION ROOM
	The room is covered with blue tile. 
SOILDER
Lean against the wall please.
	Madison obeys, The soilder lifts his pistol and aims it at Madison's head.
CU:
	We are on Madison's face,
MADISON(V.O.)
The last moments of your life is the longest moments. All at that time I could think of was how the end has come and the world I knew had vanished. How the day before we where watching HBO and at the park, me and my family. I wish I would have never had taken that for grantied. At this very moment I ws thinking was I going to heavan or hell, what was my path or more what do I deserve. At the last moment, the very last moment, I wondered to myself deep inside my skin is death going to be better?
QUICK CUT TO:
BLACK FRAME:
A sound of a GUN SHOT and and impact sound.
THE END




















	










	



	

 




 














